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PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN  

 
CORAL BAY PROPOSED BORROW PITS  

 
 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
MRWA has been asked to undertake the management and construction of associated 
facilities being: 
 

• Upgrade the Coral Bay Road/Minilya-Exmouth Road intersection to carter for 
Double Road Train access for cartage of fuel to the power station. 

 
• Upgrade Sanctuary Drive, including the intersection with Coral Bay Road, and 

extend to the Water Corporation site. (Approximately 1.5km).  
 
MRWA has undertaken to act as the constructing authority for these roadwork’s, on behalf 
of the Department of Planning and Infrastructure, the Shire of Carnarvon, Horizon Power 
and Water Corporation.  
 
 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  
 
The Department of Planning and Infrastructure (DPI) are proposing the development of a 
new boat launching facility north of Monck Head, approximately 1.5 kilometres south of 
the Coral Bay town site.  
 
Key features of the proposed new facility and associated infrastructure include: 
 

• An offshore rubble mound with integrated boat launching ramps. This rubble 
mound provides turning space for vehicles and boat trailers, a loading area for 
transferring vessels, and a coach/disability set down point. No permanent parking 
is located on this mound.  

 
• A causeway and embankment linking the offshore rubble mound with the mainland 

(approximately 75m long).  
 
DPI have approached Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA) and requested they 
undertake the management and construction of associated facilities being: 
 

• A car and trailer parking facility for approximately 100 to 120 vehicles (approx 
10,000m2). The parking area is to be located at the eastern end of the approach 
embankment to the island causeway.  

 
• Construction to seal standard of an existing access track to link the car park with 

Banksia Drive (approximately 1.5km). (The first 600m or so, starting from Banksia 
drive, will largely coincide with the existing track. The proposed access road is to 
be 7.4m sealed width with 0.9m shoulders and a 20m wide road reserve). 

 
• Partial extension at the western end of Banksia Drive to the rear boundary of the 

Ningaloo reef Resort (approx 0.7km). 
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Carnarvon Shire have approached MRWA requesting that whilst other works are being 
undertaken in the area that remedial works be undertaken to: 
 

• Banksia Drive from the intersection with Coral Bay road through to the boating 
facility access road intersection be brought up to seal standard, including the 
upgrading of Coral Bay Road/Banksia Drive intersection to carter for road train 
access.   

 
All of these works require considerable amounts of road construction material. Two 
proposed gravel pits are located along Coral Bay Road at 2.4 SLK and 11.0 SLK. The 2.4 
SLK pit is approximately 1800m X 600m giving an area of 108 hectares, while 11.0 SLK 
pit is 2000m X 700m giving an area of 140 hectares. The 11.0 SLK pit will be the priority 
pit with 2.4 SLK pit being used if there is a shortage of good road base material. The 
proposed borrow pit area at 2.4 SLK is dissected through the middle by Coral Bay Road.  
 
It should be noted that although a search area of 248 hectares for materials has been 
given, the total quantity for road building material is 20,000 cubic meters, requiring 
approximately 8-10 hectares of clearing.  
 
 
 
3. PROJECT LOCATION  
Coral Bay is a small coastal tourist settlement adjacent to the Ningaloo Reef and situated 
approximately 1,200 km north of Perth, on the southern shore of Bills Bay, North West 
Cape, Western Australia. 
 
The location and boundaries of the study area are shown in Figures 1 and 2 and include 
the following features: 
 

• Banksia Drive and Sanctuary Drive Upgrade 
• Monck Head Boat Ramp 
• 11.0 SLK Material Pit to the east of Banksia Drive  
• 2.4 SLK Material Pit to the west of Minilya-Exmouth Road 
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Coral Bay Townsite 

Figure 1 Location of 11 SLK Material Pit 
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4. Methodology 
4.1 Preliminary Desktop Study 
A preliminary assessment of the project area and its potential constraints was undertaken 
by reviewing a number of government agency managed databases (and consulting where 
necessary). 
 

 
4.1.1 Wetlands 
The locations of wetlands within the project area was determined using the 
Commonwealth Department of the Environmental and Heritage (DEH) mapping tool, 
Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) Geographic Data Atlas mapping 
tool. 
 
4.1.2 Threatened Flora, Fauna and Communities, Conservation Reserves and ESAs 
DEC’s database (DEC will need to contacted directly in this case) was searched for 
known populations of threatened flora, fauna and Threatened Ecological Communities 
(TECs) and conservation reserves, refer to Appendix B.  
 
4.1.3 Air Quality 
The need for a local air quality assessment was determined using the criteria outlined in 
the MRWA environmental guideline, Air Quality.  
 
4.1.4 Heritage 
Non-indigenous heritage was examined utilising the Australian Heritage Places Inventory 
(http://www.heritage.gov.au), Heritage Council of Western Australia 
(http://register.heritage.wa.gov.au/) and the Shire/Town/City of <Name>’s Municipal 
Heritage Inventory, refer to Appendix C. 
 
4.1.5 Aboriginal Heritage  
A Search of the Department of Indigenous Affairs’ (DIA’s) 
(http://www.dia.wa.gov.au/Heritage/SitesSurveysSearch.aspx) database was undertaken 
to determine whether the project area contains any sites of Aboriginal heritage, refer to 
Appendix D. 
 
4.1.6 Sensitive Water Resources 
Given the arid location and environment of the project area, no sensitive water resources 
are present.  
 
4.1.7 Contaminated Sites 
Given the general remoteness of the site and the relatively untouched condition of the 
vegetation, no contaminated sites would be expected in the works area.  
 
4.1.8 Acid Sulfate Soils 
The Western Australian Planning Commission’s (WAPC’c) acid sulfate soils maps were 
reviewed and the self assessment done 
(http://www.wapc.wa.gov.au/Publications/213.aspx) to determine what level of risk the 
project area is exposed to, refer to Appendix E.   
 
4.1.9 Weeds 
Given the environmental condition and location of the project area, no weed species have 
been observed.  
 
 
 
4.1.10 Dieback 
Project receives <400 mm of rain so determined not to be an issue.  
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4.2 Commonwealth Referral 
The decision whether to refer the project to the Commonwealth’s DEH was based upon 
whether the project would impact upon matters of national significance, e.g. World 
Heritage properties, protected wetlands and migratory species, Commonwealth marine 
areas, threatened species or communities or nuclear actions (refer to the Commonwealth 
webpage www.deh.gov.au/epbc/assessmentsapprovals/index.html for further information 
and the search tool page at http://www.deh.gov.au/erin/ert/epbc/imap/map.html), refer to 
Appendix F. 
 
4.3 Site Investigation 
A site visit was carried out by Matthew Oswald on 07/02/07 to examine the general 
features of the area.  The broad vegetation types in the vicinity of the project area were 
identified. Other issues that were considered included topography,property access and 
the potential for noise and vibration impacts (dilapidation). 
 
Site photos were taken and are included in Appendix G. 
 
 
5 EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

5.1 Description 
According to the Native Vegetation Association Data (DEC & DAF) the proposed pit areas 
occur within vegetation association 662 which is described as “Hummock grassland; 
shrub steppe; mixed acacia scrub & dwarf scrub with soft spinifex & Triodia basedowii”. 
This vegetation association is well represented in the region with 99.3% remaining.  The 
condition of the vegetation is somewhat degraded due to cattle grazing.  
 
The following list of flora species was recorded at pit 2.4 and 11.0 SLK: 

• Grey Corchorus (Corchorus walcottii)  
• Narrow-leaved mulla mulla (Ptilotus divaricatus)  
• Soft Spinifex (Triodia pungens)  
• Wirewood or Weeping Acacia (Acacia coriacea)  
• Curara (Acacia tetragonophylla)  
• Tall saltbush (Rhagodia eremaea)  
• Wind Grass (Aristida contorta)  
• Flannel bush (Solanum lasiophyllun)  
• Gascoyne bluebush (Maireana polypterygia)  
• Tall poverty bush (Eremophila maitlandii)  
• Saltbush (Striplex sp.)  
• Current bush (Scaevola spinescens) 

 
No mature trees will be cleared for the works. 
 
No drainage regimes or values will be changed or impacted upon.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
5.2 Site Investigation 
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Site Investigation Description/Comment 
Total area (ha) of native vegetation to be 
cleared 

8-10 ha 

Total area (ha) of other vegetation, 
including regrowth, landscape areas, to 
be cleared 

0 

Weeds present None 
Drainage areas or wetlands present None 
Adjacent land uses Pastoral 
 
 
6 CLEARING OF NATIVE VEGETATION 

Native vegetation describes all indigenous aquatic and terrestrial vegetation (living or 
dead).  The term does not include vegetation that was intentionally sown, planted or 
propagated unless it was required under a statutory condition. 
 
Apart from activities that are exempt under the clearing regulations, such as clearing 
vegetation that is less than 10 years old for maintenance, typically all Main Roads clearing 
will be undertaken using its Statewide Project Purpose Permit. 
 
6.1 Assessment against Clearing Principles 
In assessing whether the project is likely to have a significant impact on the environment, 
the project has been assessed against the DEC’s 10 principles of clearing, refer to 
Appendix K. 
 
The project will not be at variance with the DEC’s 10 clearing principles. 
 
6.2 Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) 
. 
 
Clearing within an Environmentally 
Sensitive Area (ESA) 

Yes/
No 

Comments 

Does the area to be cleared occur within 
an ESA where the vegetation is in good 
or better condition? 

No  
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7 ASSESSMENT OF ASPECTS AND IMPACTS 

Table 1: Aspects and Impacts – Coral Bay Proposed Borrow Pits (2.4 and 11 SLK)  
  Aspect Evaluation of Potential Impacts 
Air quality Not relevant to the proposed works. 

 
Dust   Likely to be easily managed by standard construction dust management techniques.   

 
Fauna No significant fauna issues associated with any of the proposed works. 

Recommendations to minimise clearing (see below) will also serve to reduce impacts to 
fauna and remnant fauna habitat at the sites. 
 
The search results from the DEC and EPBC, indicate that a number a species could 
occur within the Coral Bay region. However, given the vegetation type and environmental 
conditions, no rare or endangered species of fauna are likely to be encountered.  
 
On the 26/09/06, a site visit was conducted with only an Australian Bustard being 
observed. DEC classify’s the Bastard as Priority 4:Taxa in need of monitoring.  
 
Given the type of works to be undertaken, any fauna within the work area will have the 
opportunity to move off into surrounding habitat.  
 
No Matters of National Environmental Significance as protected under EPBC Act (1999) 
will be impacted. The search results show a majority of species belonging to marine 
environments or of a migratory nature. Given the condition and type of vegetation at the 
proposed sites, migratory species (including birds) will not be impacted upon. Advice 
regarding the Mulgara was sought from DEC (Exmouth). They indicated that the sites 
would not present a significant issue for the Mulgara (See Appendix B).  
 

Vegetation – 
clearing 

The project will involve temporary clearing and so will require revegetation. 
 
The condition of the native vegetation to be cleared is party degraded due to the grazing 
of cattle. 
 
The native vegetation will be cleared is well represented regionally  
 
The native vegetation to be cleared does not occur within an ESA. 
 
The native vegetation to be cleared will be done so using the purpose permit. 
 

Vegetation – 
TECs/DRF 

None present in the proposed works areas 
 
Consultation with DEC confirms that the proposal is not going to have a significant impact 
upon any DRF or TECs (see Appendix B). 

Vegetation – 
weeds  

A site visit conducted on the 26/09/06 and 07/02/07 confirmed that no weed species are 
present.  

Vegetation – 
dieback 

Not an issue given the project area receives less than 400 mm of average annual rainfall 
and is above the 26˚ parallel. 
 

Reserves / 
Conservation 
areas 

Material pit at 11.0 SLK is approx. 1 kilometre from the Ningaloo Marine Park. Provided 
clearing of the more intact vegetation is minimised, and that the works do not intrude into 
intact vegetation areas beyond the project area, there will be no impacts to the marine 
park. 
 

Heritage (non-
indigenous)  

A search of the Australian Heritage Places Inventory, Heritage Council of Western 
Australia and the Shire of Carnarvon’s Municipal Heritage Inventory on-line databases 
has indicated that there are no heritage significance listed sites present in the currently 
proposed works areas. (Maud’s Landing is approximately 2 kilometres to the north of the 
works area)  
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Table 1: Aspects and Impacts – Coral Bay Proposed Borrow Pits (2.4 and 11 SLK)  
  Aspect Evaluation of Potential Impacts 
Aboriginal 
heritage  

A search of DIA database identified no known sites of Aboriginal heritage significance 
within the vicinity of the project area. 
 
Yamatji Land and Sea Council (YLSC) conducted an Ethnographic Survey of the area on 
the request by Horizon Power (See Appendix D).  Horizon Power organised the 
inspection of 2.4 and 11.0 SLK pits on behalf of Main Roads. No cultural material was 
located over 2.4 SLK Pit. The survey located an archaeological site in the south-west 
area of the 11.0 SLK pit. Within this site a bone was found that could be human remains. 
The YLSC have reported this to the police. A prominent ridge at the southern end of the 
material pit area was also determined to possibly contain cultural material so a work 
exclusion area will also be placed over this area. Due to the discovery of these sites, the 
borrow pit area was shifted north away from areas of significance.  
 
Sid Dale (Gnulli Group Elder) conducted a site visit of the 11.0 SLK pit on the 26/09/06 
and 03/10/06. On both occasions he was shown sites to the north of the proposed pit 
area, and indicted that he had no concerns.   
 

Surface 
water/drainage 

Given the nature of the works and the location of the project, drainage and surface run-off 
patterns will not be altered.  
 

Wetlands None present. 
 

Groundwater No dewatering nor drainage modifications are required, hence no change to groundwater 
level or quality. 
 

Noise and 
vibration 

No major sensitive local receivers.  Construction works is not expected to significantly 
contribute to noise levels at the nearest sensitive receivers, provided works are limited to 
normal working hours.   
 

Visual amenity The proposed works will result in minor and short-term visual impacts during construction.  
Suitable site completion treatments, including rehabilitation, could result in an 
improvement in local visual amenity. 
 

Public safety 
and risk 

Provided traffic management and signage to Main Roads standards is employed, none of 
the proposed works present any significant hazards to public safety.  
 

Hazardous 
substances 

Not relevant to the proposed works.  
 

Contamination Given the general remoteness of the site and the relatively untouched condition of the 
vegetation, no contaminated sites would be expected in the works area.  
 

Salinity There were no visual signs of salinity observed in the project area. 
 

Acid Sulfate 
Soils 

The WAPC’s self-assessment (Planning Bulletin 64) indicates that no further soil 
investigation is required for the project (see Appendix E). 
 

Statutory Land 
Use Planning 

On behalf of Main Roads, Horizon Power was granted approval to extract materials from 
the Department for Planning and Infrastructure at both borrow pit sites.   

 

8 DECISION TO REFER 

Given the scale of the project, the low significance of its impacts to the surrounding 
environment and the environmental management measures proposed, the project does 
not require referral to the WA Environmental Protection Authority or the Commonwealth 
Department of the Environment and Water Resources. 
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9 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION 

 
Name Agency Date Comments 
Ben Lulfitz (Flora) DEC 07/02/07  
Kellie Mantle (Fauna) DEC 07/02/07  
Kimberly Onton (Exmouth) DEC 15/02/07  
Sid Dale Gnulli Group 03/10/06  
John Kitis Horizon Power 08/02/07  
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10 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

This section of the report (the EMP) has been developed for the project area following the 
completion of the above sections.  The main aim of this EMP is to provide a management 
plan to assist in minimising the environmental impacts of the activities associated with the 
proposed works and identify who is responsible for the implementation of the 
management strategies. 
 
This EMP will only address the actions already listed as well as any site-specific issues 
that were identified during the PEIA.  The project specific management measures 
identified within this EMP are in addition to the standard specifications used for Category 
2 projects.  The environmental management measures/conditions in Main Road’s 
Specifications 203, 204, 301, 302 and 304 are still to be followed where applicable. 
 
 
The areas that require special management will be addressed in terms of: 
 

• the timing of the various management actions; 
• the topic (e.g. vegetation); 
• the objectives for each area; 
• the actions that are necessary to minimise the impact; 
• the responsible party for implementing the action; and 
• whether the action arose from external advice or is a Main Roads requirement. 

 
10.1 Communication Plan 
Environmental issues specific to the project will be communicated as follows: 
 
Method Frequency Participants Reference Record 
Project Site 

Induction Prior to Work All personnel and 
subcontractors 

EMP and 
Contractor 
Environmental 
Policy 

Induction Meeting 

Toolbox Meetings Weekly Project Personnel Contractor 
Safety Plan 

Minutes of Meeting 

Contract Meetings As deemed 
necessary by 
the works 
supervisor 

Main Roads’ 
Project Manager 
and Contractor 
Project Manager 

EMP Minutes of Meeting 

Authority Consultation 

Department of 
Environment and 
Conservation 

As required Main Roads’ 
Project Manager 
and Contractor 
Project Manager 

- Minutes of meeting 

 
10.1.1 External Communication and Complaints 
A complaints register shall be maintained by the contractor.  All complaints received shall 
be forwarded to the Main Roads’ Project Manager for action.  Serious complaints shall be 
investigated within 24 hours of the complaint being received. 
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Timing   Topic Objective Action Responsible 
Party 

All phases of 
Construction  

Vegetation 
Clearing -  
Record-
keeping 
 

All projects should maintain 
the required records relating to 
clearing native vegetation. 
 

Clearing: 
a map showing the location where the clearing 
occurred;  
the size of the area cleared (in hectares); and 
the dates on which the clearing was done. 

MRWA 

Revegetation and rehabilitation of areas: 
a map showing the location of any area 
revegetated; 
a description of the revegetation and rehabilitation 
activities undertaken; and 
the size of the area revegetated and rehabilitated 
(in hectares). 

MRWA 

All phases of 
Construction  

Vegetation 
Clearing -  
Record-
keeping 
(cont.)  
 

All projects should maintain 
the required records relating to 
clearing native vegetation 
under the purpose permit. 
 

Control of weeds, dieback and other pathogens: 
a copy of any management plan prepared; and 
for any pathogen other than dieback, the 
appropriate steps taken. 

MRWA 
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Pre-
Construction  

Vegetation - 
Clearing  

Ensure that the overall 
objectives of the alignment and 
construction works are 
compatible with maintaining 
and, where possible, 
enhancing the biological 
integrity of the surrounding 
environment and minimising 
vegetation loss and 
degradation; and 
Ensure the retention of as 
many habitat trees, shrubs and 
vegetated corridors for fauna 
as possible, particularly where 
associated with riparian zones.  

Selection of designs/locations that minimise 
adverse impacts on the biological environment. 

MRWA 

Any stockpiled vegetation from clearing works shall 
not be burnt.  This vegetation shall be used during 
any rehabilitation works and either chipped or 
replaced according to the EMP. 

MRWA 

Pre-
Construction  

Surface 
Drainage  

Maintain the hydrological 
regime that exists prior to the 
construction of the proposal. 

Stormwater drainage shall be treated and disposed 
of in accordance with DEC requirements. 

MRWA 

Pre-
Construction  
 

Visual 
Amenity  

Ensure that the road blends in 
with the surrounding 
environment. 

Ensure that the road blends in with the surrounding 
environment. 

MRWA 

Construction  
 

Noise, 
Vibration and 
Dust  
 

Ensure that the construction of 
the proposal does not become 
a nuisance to the public. 
 

Access to private property and appropriate traffic 
management measures should be planned and 
implemented prior to the construction of works. 

MRWA 

Works associated with the construction of the 
development should not prevent public access 
along the adjacent reserve.  Public access should 
be maintained along the reserve at all times. 

MRWA 

Any complaints regarding dust will be attended to 
as soon as possible. 

MRWA 

Where it is found that trucks leaving the site are 
carrying excessive material onto sealed surfaces, 
these areas will be swept to reduce dust generation 
and maintain traffic safety. 

MRWA 
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Construction  Pollution and 
Litter  

Ensure that the construction of 
the proposal is managed to a 
standard that minimises any 
adverse impacts on the 
environment. 

The designated servicing area will be bunded to 
contain any spills or leaks and shall not be located 
in an area adjacent to any drainage areas or 
watercourses or will drain into a temporary sump. 

MRWA 

Emergency cleanup procedures shall be 
implemented in the case of any spillage.  These will 
include control of spilled material and removal of 
contaminated soil to an approved site. The Works 
Supervisor shall ensure appropriate equipment is 
available at all times and shall notify the 
Superintendent’s Representative of a spill. 

MRWA 

All waste oil will be collected for recycling and any 
empty fuel/oil containers, used filters and waste 
hydraulic parts to be collected and stored in an 
allocated area then removed to an approved site. 

MRWA 

Dumping or temporary storage of bitumen, asphalt, 
concrete or aggregate should only occur at 
designated depots or controlled hardstands. 

MRWA 

The project areas, including hardstand areas, will 
be kept in a tidy manner at all times. 

MRWA 

Construction  
 

Fire  Ensure that the fire risk 
associated with the 
construction of the proposal is 
minimised. 

No fires shall be lit within the project area. MRWA 
A water tanker will be on site at all times.  MRWA 

Construction  
 

Site 
Management  

Ensure that the site is 
managed to ensure that 
construction of the proposal 
will have minimal impact upon 
the surrounding environment. 

Materials storage areas and soils laboratory will be 
located on previously disturbed/ designated area. 

MRWA 
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Construction  
 

Aboriginal 
Heritage 
 

Ensure that there is no 
unauthorised disturbance to 
Aboriginal heritage sites during 
construction 

The DIA will be notified in the event of any 
significant Aboriginal Heritage discovery.  

MRWA  

Ensure that there is no 
unauthorised disturbance to 
Aboriginal heritage sites during 
construction 

If skeletal material is uncovered during works the 
WA Police Service will also be advised 
immediately. 

MRWA  

A formal induction program will be conducted for all 
personnel prior to commencing work on the site.  
The program will aim to make them fully aware of 
all management strategies. 

MRWA  

Construction Flora & 
Fauna 

Minimise terrestrial impacts Minimise vehicle movements off site. MRWA 

No pets or introduced plants/animals shall be 
brought on site. 
No native fauna shall be deliberately impaired or 
killed by construction personnel 
A DEC wildlife carer will be notified as soon as 
practical of any fauna found injured as a result of 
construction activities 
Fauna shall only be destroyed as a last resort by a 
designated, trained person (or a local veterinarian) 
with DEC authority. 

Post-
Construction  

Rehabilitation  Leave the project area free 
from debris; and 
Rehabilitate the project area 
so that the revegetated area 
provides a net increase in area 
of native vegetation at the site. 

All waste materials from the development are to be 
completely removed from the site upon completion 
of the development.   

MRWA 
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11 MONITORING 

After project completion, revegetated areas will be inspected every six months for the first 
two years to ensure weed spread or establishment has not occurred and to measure the 
effectiveness of revegetation works.   
 
Monitoring of the weeds identified in the project area will comprise the use of input criteria 
listed below. 
 
Criterion Target After three 

months 
After one 
year 

After three 
years 

Mean weed foliage cover (%).  
 

<20 <20 <20 <20 

 
 
12 CONTINGENCY MEASURES 

Given the scale and nature of the project, no contingency measures are identified as the 
inherent environmental risks are small. 
 
 
13 AUDITING 

Given the scale and nature of the project, there is no requirement for auditing the 
implementation of the EMP as the environmental risks are small. 
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Appendix A 
 

Low Impact Environmental Screening Checklist 
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Appendix B 
 

DEC’s Threatened Flora and Fauna Database Searches 
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Appendix C 
 

Australian Heritage Places Inventory, Heritage Council of 
Western Australia and the Municipal Heritage Inventory 

Database Searches 
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Appendix D 
 

Department of Indigenous Affairs Database Search, 
Yamatji Land and Sea Council Ethnographic Survey & 

Site visit with Sid Dale (Gnulli Group)  
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Appendix E 
 

WAPC’s Acid Sulfate Soils Mapping  
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Appendix F 
 

Department of the Environment and Heritage Database 
Search 
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Site Photos  
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Photograph 1-Proposed materials Site-2.4SLK Coral Bay Rd-South View 

 

 
Photograph 2-Proposed materials Site-2.4SLK Coral Bay Rd-West View 
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Photograph 3-Proposed materials Site-11.0 SLK Coral Bay Rd-North View 

 
 
 

 

 
Photograph 4-Proposed materials Site-11.0 SLK Coral Bay Rd-South West View 
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Vegetation Clearing Assessment Report 
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MRWA Vegetation Clearing Assessment Report 
 
This report has been prepared to assist MRWA in addressing condition 7 “Assessment of Clearing Impacts” under 
Clearing Permit CPS 818/3. 
 
For guidance on how to complete the form, refer to DEC completed reports (active permits) at 
http://203.20.251.100/cps_reports/. 
AREA UNDER ASSESSMENT DETAILS   
Proponent details 
Proponent’s name: Main Roads Western Australia  
Contacts: Name:Matthew Oswald  
 Phone:08 9941 0713  
 Fax: 08 9941 0701   
 Email:matthew.oswald@mainroads.wa.gov.au   

Property details 
Property: Coral Bay Material Sites (FNA 7592 and FNA 7593) 
Colloquial name:  

Area under assessment 
Clearing Area (ha) No. Trees Method of Clearing For the purpose of: Site Plan Attached 
10 0 Mechanical Material Extraction  � Yes � No 
 

BACKGROUND 
Existing environment and information 
Description of the native vegetation under application 
 
Vegetation Description 
Beard vegetation association 662: Hummock grassland; shrub steppe; mixed acacia scrub & dwarf scrub with soft Spinifex & T. basedowii. 
(Hopkins et al.2001, Shepherd et al.2001). 
 
Clearing Description 
The proposal includes clearing of vegetation for the purpose of material extraction. The proposed area is 248 hectares. The vegetation under 
application consists of grasses with few scattered shrubs.  
 
Vegetation Condition 
Degraded: Structure severely disturbed; regeneration to good condition requires intensive management  
 
Comment 
 
 (suggestion: To determine Vegetation Condition use - Keighery, B.J. (1994) Bushland Plant Survey: A Guide to Plant 
Community Survey for the Community. Wildflower Society of WA (Inc). Nedlands, Western Australia.)  
 
 
Site Visit Undertaken � Yes � No   

Fauna / Flora Survey Undertaken � Yes � No 

 
Site Report Attached � Yes � No   

Fauna / Flora Survey Report Attached � Yes � No 

 
Site Photos Attached � Yes � No   

Other Relevant References Attached � Yes � No 

 
Vegetation Complex Clearing Description Vegetation Condition Comment 
662  
 

Mechanical Fair  

ASSESSMENT OF APPLICATION AGAINST CLEARING PRINCIPLES 
 

(a) Native vegetation should not be cleared if it comprises a high level of biological diversity. 
Comments Proposal is not at variance to this Principle 
 The area under application predominantly consists of grasses and a few scattered shrubs. The condition of the vegetation is 

degraded and does not represent a high level of biodiversity. This proposal is therefore not at variance with this Principle. 
 

Methodology Site visit (07/02/07) 
GIS Databases:  
- Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation of Australia – EA 15/02/07. 
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(b) Native vegetation should not be cleared if it comprises the whole or a part of, or is necessary for 
the maintenance of, a significant habitat for fauna indigenous to Western Australia. 

Comments Proposal is not at variance to this Principle 
 The area under application predominantly consists of grasses and a few scattered shrubs. The condition of the vegetation is 

degraded and does not represent a significant habitat for fauna. This proposal is therefore not at variance with this Principle. 
 

Methodology Site visit (07/02/07) 
DEC advice 

 
(c) Native vegetation should not be cleared if it includes, or is necessary for the continued 

existence of, rare flora. 
Comments Proposal is not likely to be at variance to this Principle 
 There are no records of Declared Rare of Priority Flora of the area under application. The vegetation under application 

consists of grasses and a few scattered shrubs. It is therefore unlikely that the vegetation under application is necessary for 
significant flora. This proposal is therefore not at variance with this Principle. 
 

Methodology Site visit (07/02/07) 
GIS Databases: 
- Declared Rare and Priority Flora list – CALM 07/02/07 

 
(d) Native vegetation should not be cleared if it comprises the whole or a part of, or is necessary 

for the maintenance of a threatened ecological community. 
Comments Proposal is not at variance to this Principle 
 There are no records of Threatened Ecological Communities (TEC’S) for the area under application. This proposal is 

therefore not at variance with this Principle. 
 

Methodology GIS Databases: 
- Threatened Ecological Communities – CALM 13/02/07 

 
(e) Native vegetation should not be cleared if it is significant as a remnant of native vegetation in 

an area that has been extensively cleared. 
Comments Proposal is not at variance to this Principle 
 The vegetation under application is representative of Beard Vegetation Association 662 (Hopkins et al. 2001) of which there 

is 99.3% of the pre-European extent remaining (Shepherd et al.2001). In addition the application falls within the Carnarvon 
IBRA Bioregion which has 99.8% of the pre-European extent remaining (Shepherd et al. 2001). Beard Vegetating 
Association 662 and the Carnarvon IBRA Bioregion are therefore both of ‘least concern’ for biodiversity conservation. This 
proposal is therefore not at variance with this Principle. 
 

Methodology GIS Databases: 
- Interim Biogeographic Reginalisation of Australia – 15/02/07 
- Pre-European Vegetaion – DA 01/01-15/02/07 
 

 
(f) Native vegetation should not be cleared if it is growing in, or in association with, an 

environment associated with a watercourse or wetland. 
Comments Proposal is not at variance to this Principle 
 The area under application does not consist of a watercourse or wetland .The closest watercourse is the coastal waterline 

occurs 1km to the east. This proposal is therefore not at variance with this Principle. 
 

Methodology Site visit (07/02/07) 
DEC’s web based Geographic Data Atlas mapping tool 
GIS Databaes: 
- Hydrography, linear  
- Hydrographic Catchments – Catchments  
 

 
(g) Native vegetation should not be cleared if the clearing of the vegetation is likely to cause 

appreciable land degradation. 
Comments Proposal is not likely to be at variance to this Principle 

 
 The area under application consists of coastal calcareous sands. The vegetation consists of grasses and a few scattered 

shrubs. Given the fact that only small selective pockets of the proposed pit areas will be used and that revegetation 
measures will be undertaken, the proposal is not at variance with this principle. 
 

Methodology Site visit (07/02/07) 
GIS Databases: 
- Acid Sulphate Soil risk map 
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(h) Native vegetation should not be cleared if the clearing of the vegetation is likely to have an 
impact on the environmental values of any adjacent or nearby conservation area. 

Comments Proposal is not likely to be at variance to this Principle 
 The Ningaloo Marine Park, which is an Environmentally Sensitive Area and registered as National Estate, is located 1km 

east of the 11.0 SLK borrow pit. The vegetation under application consists of grasses and few scattered shrubs and is 
degraded. Given the distance to the Ningaloo Marine Park it is unlikely that this proposal will impact on the environmental 
values of the Marine Park. This proposal is therefore not at variance with this Principle. 
 

Methodology Site Visit 
DEC’s web based Geographic Data Atlas mapping tool 

 
(i) Native vegetation should not be cleared if the clearing of the vegetation is likely to cause 

deterioration in the quality of surface or underground water. 
Comments Proposal is not likely to be at variance to this Principle 

 

 The vegetation under application consists of grasses and a few scattered shrubs in a linear tract of vegetation. In addition the 
area under application only receives approximately 300mm of annual rainfall. Due to the low rainfall rate, this proposal will 
not cause deterioration in the quality of surface or under ground water and therefore not a variance to this Principle. 
 

Methodology Site Visit 
DEC’s web based Geographic Data Atlas mapping tool 

 
(j) Native vegetation should not be cleared if clearing the vegetation is likely to cause, or 

exacerbate, the incidence or intensity of flooding. 
Comments Proposal is not likely to be at variance to this Principle 

 

 The vegetation under application consists of grasses and few scattered shrubs in a linear tract of vegetation. The soil 
consists of coastal calcareous sands. In addition the area under application only receives approximately 300mm of annual 
rainfall. Due to the sandy nature of the soils and the low rainfall rate, his proposal will not exacerbate the incidence of 
flooding and therefore is not at variance with this Principle.  
 

Methodology Site Visit 
GIS Databases: 
- Rainfall, Mean Annual – BOM 08/02/07 
 

 
Planning instrument, Native Title, RIWI Act Licence, EP Act Licence, Works Approval, Previous 

EPA decision or other matter. 
Comments  
 The Shire of Carnarvon advised that they have no objection to a clearing permit being granted to clear for the purpose of road 

construction or maintenance. The Shire of Carnarvon has recently approved an application made pursuant to Town Planning 
Scheme no.11 (which applies to the land) to develop the land for a power station and associated access. The Council has 
provided written authorisation and authorises Horizon Power to act on its behalf in making application to clear portion of 
Sanctuary Road Reserve for construction of a sealed road. 
 
There is no further requirement for a RIWI Act Licence, Works Approval or EP Act Licence for the area under application. 
 
The Shire of Carnarvon has provided written authorisation and authorise Horizon Power to act on its behalf in making 
application to clear portion of Sanctuary Road Reserve for construction of a sealed road. Therefore the granting of a clearing 
permit constitutes a secondary approval and is not a future act under the Native Title Act 1993.  
 

Methodology  
 

SUBMISSIONS 
If required have submissions been requested and addressed 
 
Submission Requested from Request Sent (Date) Submission Received 

(Date) 
Issues Raised / Comments Made 

    

    

ASSESSOR’S RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

List of Principles seriously at variance, at variance or maybe at 
variance 

Recommendation (does this clearing require a Revegetation 
Management Plan / Offset Proposal / Environmental Management 
Plan / Management Strategy/New Application, under CPS 818/2) 

  

References 
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OFFICER PREPARING REPORT 
 
Matthew Oswald (Graduate Environment Officer) 
Gascoyne Regional Office MRWA 
Phone 08 9941 0713 
 
Date 15/02/07 
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